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ABsmaeT
Statistical theories of liquids in motion* based on Gibbs* prin«* 
oiple of conservation of donsity«in«*pha©®, have recently boon developed 
in papers published by Kirkwood, by Born and Green, and by Jaffa, 
working independent! y and using widely different mathematical methods. 
Born and Green hav© obtained *generalised* equations of continuity and 
hydrodynamics! equations of motion which, however, h&v© not been re*» 
dueed to give the ordinary forms of these equations# they have deduced 
expresslone for the costficloots of heat conductivity and of viscosity 
but have not published any numerical results* Jaffa has alno inoor- 
porated these dissipative processes into his older theory of the liquid 
state and ©btaIned expression® by which he calculated numerical values 
for ten liquids from potentials previously determined* However, the 
average values obtained by Jaffa are incomplete and the inclusion of 
more terms in the form of expansion of the distribution function used 
by M m  would lead to excessively lengthy caluoletions, The- present 
problem, therefore, is to derive from the Gibbs* principle an equation 
of transport of which th© ordinary squat 1 >n of continuity and hydrodynam* 
leal equation® are special cases, and to improve Jaffa*® method of calm 
culatiag th© coefficients of heat conductivity and of viscosity in an 
attempt to obtain numerical results more closely in agreement with 
experiment*
Preliminary to tfie derivation oi" an equation of transport from the 
Gibbs* principle of conservation v! density-in-phase, the application of
ip
*fch© principle to a virtual ensemble in which there is diffusion of sys­
tems’ through th© boundaries of the region of has© space accessible to 
the systems of the virtual ensemble is examined* An equation of trans­
port is obtained by imposing suitable boundary conditions on the dis­
tribution function* Th© resulting transport equation is then specialized 
to yield the ordinary equation of continuity, the hydrodynamical equations 
of motion, and th© equations of thermal and of total energy*
By using ngeneralized momentum integral s1* in a manner analogous to 
Maxwell*s treatment in his kinetic theory of gases, and by following in 
principle the method used by Jaffe in establishing a time-dependent 
solution, there are obtained expressions for the coefficients of heat 
conductivity and of viscosity for liquids* based on complete averages*
The method developed for calculating the time constants involved leads 
to the principal dependence of these expressions on the temperature 
through factors of the desired form ®xp(A/feT}* However, th© method 
allow© for too many particles within the ©quilfbritan distance, and hence 
leads to calculated values for th© two coefficients which are less satis­
factory than those previously computed by Jaff^#
Complete averages are also obtained by the use of a Bruns* series 
expansion for the distribution function* Th© results of the two methods 
are shown to be equivalent so long as th© sata© physical arguments are 
applied and the calculations are carried to terms of the same order*
vl
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
Using widely different methods# Kirkwood#^ Born and Green#^ and
Jaffe have recently applied the Gibbs * principle of conservation of
density~iEu*phase* in the development of statistical theories of the
liquid state# Among the results obtained in each case are express ions
for the coefficients of thermal conductivity and of viscosity# numeri*
cal results calculated from previously determined potential functions
having been published only by Jaffe# however# In his treatment of
the liquid state Jaffa follows in principle the procedure originally
used by Boltsmazm in the kinetic theory of gases#® This procedure
consists of treating the anisotropic distribution function in position*
velocity space as being only slightly different from the isotropic
Maxwellian distribution function by multiplying the latter by a series
progressing by powers of the components of the velocities# In analogy
to this# Jaffe considers an anisotropic distribution function in
polydimensicnal phase space which is to be determined by a slight
modification of Gibbs* canonical ensembles®
(l#l) £ =  e - ^ +eVe
whore fc»6j+€, la the sum of the potential and kinetia energies of the 
particles of the system# Y" * constant to be determined by normalise 
lag # and © may be Identified with JtT# The canonical distribution 
function satisfies the principle of conservation of density*in*phase 
when © = kT = a constant# The function (1*1) may be modified by 
multiplying It by a multiple power series in the momenta# in particular
1
2by a power series in the resultant linear momenta and total kinetic 
energy of the system# Moreover* the parameter Q need not then be 
identified with kf and need not be constant* The coefficients of the 
resulting power series and the modified value of 6 are in general 
functions of the J position coordinates ol the tr particles of the 
system* and of the time* and are to be evaluated by application of 
the principle of conservation of den®ity*in*»phase*
Xn order to overcome the mathematical difficulties* Jaffe assumes 
that the coefficients in the multiple power series are functions of the 
coordinates of the center of mass of the system and of the time* and 
ihat the series is rapidly convergent* The calculations were carried 
out to terms of the third order in the momentum coordinates and of the 
first order in the coordinates of the center of mass of the system*
An additional * second viewpoint* of approximation was also adopted by 
considering the coefficients as small quantities whose product® could 
be neglected* It was anticipated by Jaffe that better average values 
and a closer approximation would be obtained by carrying the c&leula* 
tions eat to terms of higher order and by eliminating the 9second 
viewpoint* of approximation* However* the calculations tend to become 
very tedious as additional terms are added and* since it is difficult 
to assign physical significance to the coefficients in a power series 
expansion* an expansion of the distribution function by mean® of an
orthogonal system of functions is suggested# The advantage of such an
/ Vexpansion has been demonstrated by Jaffe in an earlier treatment1 of
the Boltsmaxm lntegro~dlfferentlal equation#® A transformation from
Cartesian to spherical coordinates was made* Following this transformation
a
of coordinates an expansion of the distribitian function in terms of 
spherical harmonics was obtained* It becomes a simple matter to 
determine the physical significance of the coefficient a in such an 
expansion* Although a transformation from a Cartesian coordinate 
system to a curvilinear coordinate system does not seem feasible la 
the phase space of dimension©* an expansion by means of a complete 
set of orthogonal functions is still possible* Th© exponential fora 
of the canonical distribution function* with exp(- e /  e ) being the 
noticeable feature* together with the multiple power series form of 
expansion used by Jaffe* suggests an expansion of the distribution 
function by means of a multiple Bruns* scries® using Hermit© polynomials 
in the 3K  momentum coordinates* In contrast to the method of power 
scries expansion* average values calculated from such an expansion are 
complete*0 in th© sense that they are unaffected by th© inclusion of 
terms of higher order in the Hermits polynomials*
Another method* apart from this explicit representation of the 
distribution function* is also available* Th® principle of conservation 
of density»in*phase not only imposes a condition on the distribution 
function* which is the mathematical representation of th© microscopic 
condition of th© system* but also leads to relations between physically 
observable quantities* such as the density* temperature* ordered velocity* 
heat current* and strain tensor distributions* which are defined as 
average values over th® systems of a virtual ensemble* Thus many micro** 
scopio distributions are equivalent to the same macroscopic distribution 
mad it is not to be expected that the distribution function is completely 
determined by available data* nor is such complete determination of the
4distribution function to be attempted# Sine© only the macroscopic
distribution is observable* and even that to a limited extent* it is
preferable to make calculations from the relations between physically
observable quantities rather than by the more direct method of first
determining the distribution function in phase space* This procedure
not only eliminates the rather tedious calculations involved in the
process of comparing coefficients of corresponding terms in multiple
power series# but also makes unnecessary some of the simplifying
assumptions as to the form of the distribution function# The calcula**
tions required In the method of operating directly with averages are
such shorter than those required in the method of assuming a series
expansion for the distribution function and# for that reason# the former
method will be given preference in the order of treatment*
The indicated order of treatment follows the historical order of
development of the kinetic theory of gases by Maxwell and Boltzmann*
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The first method* which m s  introduced by Maxwell and m s  used also 
12by Boltzmann* consists of operating with average values only* It is 
based on a so-called ’'equation of transport4 and# in contrast with the 
method later introduced by Boltsmanm*® it dees not require explicit 
knowledge of the distribution function* On the other hand* Boltzmann*s 
later method consists of the determination of successive approximations
8to a solution of the well known Boltzmann integro«*differ©ntial equation* 
The determination of anisotropic distribution functions satisfying this
integro-differential equation has come to a satisfactory conclusion in
IS 14the works of Enskog# Chapman* end others* All of these workers
assumed the isotropic Maxwellian distribution function as a satisfactory
first order approximation to the actual distribution function* How-* 
over* it is not evident In every case that th© final results obtained 
are independent of th® form assumed for the expansion of the distri* 
but ion function*
The distribution function is to be considered as sufficiently 
well determined if quantities calculated from it by the usual averaging 
process agree with their observed values* both as to their distribution 
in space and their variation in tin®* Ultimately* it is desirable to
s
be able to satisfy given boundary conditions and initial values* with a 
given system of internal and external forces acting on the per tides 
of th® system* Unfortunately* the boundary condition* initial value 
problem* starting with Gibbs* principle of conservation of densitydn* 
phase* remains unsolved* as does the corresponding problem in the 
kinetic theory of gases* Th© difficulty may arise from our Incomplete 
formulation of the boundary conditions and initial values which must 
be taken as smoothed mean values even in the simplest cases* The princi­
ple of oo&serv&tion of density-in-ph&s© is based on a complete descrip­
tion of the microscopic distribution of the particles of th® system 
and it may be that it is impossible to obtain from it a complete solu­
tion without a microscopic description of th© boundary conditions and 
initial values* In any case* it seems that complete formulation of the 
boundary conditions and initial values may require knowledge of quanti­
ties not now physically observable (see page 2Q).
As a first approach* the boundary condition© may be simplified 
in either of two ways* Th© first is to assume rigid boundaries* This 
is equivalent to assuming that th® external potential becomes infinitely
great at th© bounderies# and in order for the potential energy of the 
system to r amain finite it booomes necessary to assume also that the 
distribution function vanishes at the boundaries**® However# such an 
assumption is only a mathematical idealisation# and is in conflict 
with any transfer of momentum or heat through the boundaries#
Another possible simplification of the boundary conditions is 
to consider a system which is entirely surrounded by a larger system 
of the same kind# la suoh a case forces acting between particles of 
the smaller system and those of the surrounding media are of the same 
nature as the internal forces acting between the particles of the smaller 
system* For a representative particle in the interior# such forces may 
be neglected in the first approximation if the else of the smaller system 
under consideration is sufficiently large and if the time of observation 
Is sufficiently short# However# in considering such a system* it is 
desirable to peimit not only motion of the boundaries of the system# but 
also diffusion of particles through its boundaries* Since it is simpler 
to consider only systems having a fixed number of particles* w© shall 
always assiaae that there is no net transport or diffusion of particles 
through the boundaries of the real system* This condition may always 
be met by properly defining the boundaries (see page 18).
It Is to be expected that diffusion of the particles of the actual 
system in real space would be accompanied by diffusion of the systems of
16the virtual ensemble in phase space# Since in the classical derivations 
Of th© Gibbs * principle it is assumed that there is no diffusion of systems 
through the boundaries of phase space* it is necessary to re-examine the 
derivation of this principle in order to determine in what manner boundary
7conditions may be applied to a virtual ensemble whose systems are under­
going suoh diffusion* As to bo expected, the principle of eanservu— 
tion ot density-in-phase, together with the Liouvlll© principle of 
conservation of extension—inephmso*^*^ assures the conservation of 
systems in phase space* but does not assure conservation of the total 
number of systems in the virtual onaeaable unless it is further assumed 
that there is no net flow of systems through the boundaries of the 
region of phase space under consideration* By replacing this assump­
tion by the more general assumption that the distribution function 
vanishes at the boundaries of the space available to the system* it 
is possible to derive a general transport equation which is analogous 
to Maxwell’s transport equation* The same transport equation may also 
be obtained without assuming that the distribution function vanishes 
at the boundaries provided that a condition which is more of geometrical 
than of physical origin Is applied* this latter condition arise® from 
the fact that real ©pace is a subspace of the Imaginary 3*^ dimensional 
generalised coordinate space and there are paths in phase space which 
lead frcm the interior to the exterior of the physical volume occupied 
by the system without passing through its real boundaries# The motion 
of systems along such paths must be excluded by the imposition of a 
suitable boundary condition*
By mean® b* th© equation of transport it may be shown that th® 
principle of conservation of donsity-in-phas© includes th© ordinary 
conservation equations of hydrodynamics and of thermodynamics as special 
cases* The equation of transport may also b© applied to obtain an in­
finite set of integr©-differential equations involving averages of product®
of the momentum coordinates and th© components of th© forces acting on 
the representative particle# this set of equations is equivalent to 
a second set of equations involving quantities which may bo computed 
from a Brunsf series expansion of th© distribution function# The
latter set of equations corresponds closely to th© set of partial
18 / 
differential equations obtained by Jaffe for the coefficients in a
multiple power series expantion of the distribution function# Either
set may be solved by approximation methods# to yield expressions for the
coefficients of thermal conductivity and of viscosity analogous to the
IS ✓expressions obtained by Jaffe*
ghajptsr i t
HIELXMINARY DEFINITIONS
W© are considering a system of V" identical particles* each of mass 
m* Yh© state of th© system at any instant is determined by th© values of 
th© 3at position coordinates (xa* ya* »a) and of th© 3*^ corresponding 
momenta (mxa* mya* msa)* a = 1* 2* *«« aT* where (xa* ya * sa) are the 
rectangular position coordinates of particle a in real space* Let
{8*1> W  = 1c»> = *»a=3a> a = i, 2, - - - at,
and
(2*2) -p =. ■»*,£. , i — 1* 2* * <* «• 3*/'*
Then the values of the <jv and the pc at any Instant determine a 
point in a dimensional phase space* This point is rcprcscntatiro of 
the instantaneous phase of the system* a d the progress of the system in 
time is represented by the motion of its representative point along a 
path in phase space* following the method invented by Gibbs*2® we 
consider a virtual ensemble of N such systems2* each consisting of jy'* 
Identical particles* all systems subject to the same Internal and external 
forces* but distinguished in that they are distributed among the various 
states accessible to the actual system* In general* the ranges of the 
position coordinates %. are determined by the physical volume accessible 
to the particles of the actual system* The ranges of the momentum co­
ordinates p. are limited by the maximum kinetic energy which the real 
system may have* but to avoid mathematical difficulties we will follow the
9
xo
customary procedure by taking all real values for the ranges of the mo­
mentum coordinates* This is justified by the fact that the relative 
fluctuation of a quantity* suoh as the total kinetic energy of the system, 
whose value for the entire system is equal to th© sum of its values for 
the individual particles* decreases as ^ r—  - * and i f is to be of the
V K'
order of Avogadro's number *22*
Letting
be the element of ©xtension-in-phase, we write 
(2.4) A n  = ■£(*,**) AA,
for th© number of systems in at time t* The distribution function
f* which gives the instantaneous density of systems in phase space at 
the point (q* p)* is in general a function of the LaT*/ variables q* p* t* 
This function is subject to certain conditions analogous to the conditions 
first formulated by Hilbert for the distribution function of a gas in 
position-velocity space*2® in a strict sense f is not a continuous 
function of the variables* since cannot approach 0 without
limit* nevertheless* it is assumed that the density of systems in phase 
space la so great that f can be approximated to a sufficient degree of 
accuracy by a function which is continuous and has continuous derivatives 
with respect to the phase coordinates and the time* Since a density is 
of necessity a positive quantity* the distribution function must not 
become negative within th© ranges of these variables* The distri­
bution function must also be symmetries! in th© phase coordinatee of any 
two particles* inasmuch as the particles are identical and any one ti* 
els* say particle Ho* 1* may be chosen as a representative particle*
IX
Xn order bo assure that the generalized momentum integrals, to be 
defined later, exist, it is assumed that
(2*5) 1 = 1 , 2 , - - m 3f^ , n > 0 ,
p  -»*« 1 '
and in general, the existence of all integrals of the form J.^ <pJUL0 , 
where (p (q, p, t) is any function continuous in the phase coordinates 
and in the time such that
(2*6) ^ 1 — 1 j 2j » f ••
is assumed*
fhe average value 0 of a function (£> of the phase coordinates and 
of the time, for a specified instant of time and for a specified position 
of a representative particle, say particle No* 1, is defined by
(8.7) $ S-§ AA, = f-f tdJl, f
where
J/yT' -ic/'
(8.8) JLO, =  r  Af{
is the element of extension in the sub space -Q-, of jx0 » We not© that 
Ji, is the section of M~0 obtained by assigning specified values to 
3,* an^ ^ 3 * Seleetion of particle IJo* 1 as representative particle
means that henceforth (q# , q3) may also be considered as th© coordi­
nates of a point in real spaoe and need not be distinguished from
(*, # y« * Ei )* From (2*7) and (2*8) it may be understood that is in
general a function of th© four variables q(, q^, qj9 and t even when <p
itself does not depend, explicitly on all four of tics© variables# This
arises from the, in general, complicated manner in which the distribution 
function depends on the position coordinates and on the time# The average 
<p of a function 0 , for a specified instant of time, is defined by 
(2*9) 3> - S i <P
12
and la at moat a function of th© time*
Lotting
(2*10)
be the element of extension in real space, and defining JIn, by
(2*11) a/H = ,
we may make the transformation to real space in the customary manner by 
writing 
(2.12) = 17
where <1 ^  ie the number of particles contained in dr at a specified 
Instant of time* Hence* by means of (2*11) and (2*12)* the density n of 
particles in real space is given by 
(2.12) n =  =  XJL,
Be note from (2*7) and (2*13) that 
(2.14) J t t & A , = -£-’•?' - 
For future use* we let 
(2*15) <£«>* = ftt't
be the element of extension in momentum space*
(2.16) jLTa = .IT a«ct-=, o
be the element of extension in generalised coordinate space* and
(2.17) irI=.rf~Afti=* °
be the element of extension in the 3 ^ -3 coordinate space of the subsystem 
consisting of *T-/ particles* omitting th© representative particle*
Letting i* 3 ~ 1* 2* or 3* the components ut of the ordered velocity* 
the components of the strain tensor* and the temperature T* at a 
specified instant of time and at a specified point (qr, q^, q3) are 
defined by
13
(8.18) *  = +  p ,
(2.19) j;. = 
and
(2.20) 3^4cr = sM +■ ^  + ^ 33 }
respectively, the components Hv of the heat current are defined by
(2*21) K- = H;0) + H;U) + Hi {3)
where
(8.22) HiV*) = ^  tys-p i (ri -
la regions where there is no mass current the components of the heat
current reduce to
(2.88) = J L  f< .
CHAPTER III 
COKSBRmTIOH OF SYSTEMS IK PHASE SPACE
If we define the operator D by
C M )  0 = +
Clhbs* principle of conservation of dens ity-in-phase assumes the form 
(*,*) D£ = o.
The phase coordinates are connected by means of Hsm ilton* s equations of 
motion*
(3«5) ^  j + F£ ( i = 1* &* - - — 3 tr *
where H is the Hamiltonian function for the system and th© F are the 
components of non-conservative forces* Hereafter we shall in most 
Instances designate the p. by Rc « The forces whose components are the 
Hi may be partly of internal* partly of external origin* and (3*3) holds 
for non-conservati ve as well as for conservative systems*^ the only re­
striction being that each force component R, is Independent of the corre­
sponding momentum coordinate p. • Hereafter* except when otherwise stated* 
it will be assumed that this condition is always satisfied*
In order to obtain conservation of the total number of systems in the 
virtual ensemble* we proceed to supplement (5*2) by a suitable boundary 
condition. Upon writing (3*2) explicitly by means of (3*1) and multi­
plying each term by a fixed element of extension Aii0 * it is seen that 
the first term* 2£ ^szo , represents the time rate of increase of thed't' 3«~
number of systems within <ayi0* The remaining terms* £  + ft; \  *
represent collectively the rat© at which systems flow out of th© element
14
15
of extension 4 _/20 through Its boundaries# Hence (D^^^2.0 represents the 
rate of creation of systems within th© fixed element of extension# Thus 
the fundamental equation (5*2) is the mathematical expression for con­
ger tat ion of systems in phase space#
From the preceding it follows that J iv fl J i/l0 = o states only that 
there is no net creation or annihilation of systems within j z 0 * or in 
other words# that the net rate of increase of systems within _a0 is due 
entirely to th© flow of systems through the boundaries of JL0 # and does 
not Imply either that the net flow of systems through the boundaries of 
j2.0 vanishes nor that
<»■*> If 3
Thus there are solutions of the fundamental equation (3*2) which do not 
satisfy (3*4) and a condition additional to (5*2) is necessary to assure 
that the total number of systems in the virtual ensemble remains constant 
in time# This condition may be supplied by giving as a boundary con­
dition on the distribution function that there is to be no net flow of 
systems through th© boundaries of J20 * Th© mathematical formulation of 
this boundary condition# for th© general case in which the boundaries of 
j20 are in motion in any arbitrary manner* follows*
For complete generality we consider a function Y~= ^ <p where <p 
Is a function such that (2*6) is satisfied and the integrals involved 
exist# Then JV'Aj&0 is defined34 as the limit# as o # of thed tr
difference quotient of evaluated at times t and t+ ^ t *
whore and -P-o are the regions of phase space occupied by th© systems 
of the virtual ensemble# at times t and respectively* Assuming
16
that t**t) may* for sufficiently small values of * be expanded
as a Maolaurin’s aeries in » w® obtain* to terms of the first order 
in *
C5*6) + ^ *4 . Jt <La..
Hence (3*5) becomest
(»•») h  k y ^ °  =
where Jl* -JL0 i4 the region of phase space through which the boundaries
of -^o move during time * ir • Letting \y;(vg be the component of th© 
velocity of motion of the element dB* of the boundary So of j i 0 * normal 
to dS.# we m y  write 
(3,8) JLJio= QiCn) JLs**t
where 9l-CI* is th© region of phase space through which dS* moves during
time dt. Hence (3*7) becomes
<*•*> J t L * * ' 1' = AJU + ■
Let ▼«,(») be the component of th© velocity of motion of a repre-
sentative point at the surface element dS0 of the surface S0 of _/2.0 *
normal to dS0# By Oauss* theorem for the transformation of a surface 
integral into a volume integral we may write
(3,10) js Yr\r0in)JLSo =  C o ­
upon combining (3,9) and (3.10) we obtain* by means of (3*1) defining the 
operator D*
By the Licuville theorem of conservation of extension-in-phase* obtained 
by consideration of Hamilton* s equations under the assumption that th© 
force components R^  do not depend explicitly on the corresponding momentum 
coordinates p. * the 3 rC terms in the summation in th© right hand side of
17
(5«11) vanish individually and wo obtain
(5*12) JL f ^ JU2o =  J(\>p) + X^^v^)-\r0Cn)^ A^o<*v -^o ■J’o
Equation (3.12) together with th© vanishing of any two of tn© inte­
grals oontained therein iiaplios th© vanishing of th© remaining integral. 
The as swaptions (a) that there is no annihilation or oreati 2i of systems 
within any arbitrary region JZQ and (b) that there is no net flow of 
system© into or out of any arbitrary region Ji^  imply (o) that there is 
no net increase of systems within any arbitrary region of phase space 
JK> * lienee* if assumptions (a) and (b) are mad© for th© region of phase 
space under consideration* then for i^r ~ ^  th© second and last as well as 
th© first integral in (3*12) vanish and th© total number of systems in 
th© virtual ensemble remains constant.
We note that the surface integral in (3*12) may vanish for any 
region of phase space without the integrand itself vanishing identically, 
in particular* without having v0 (n)=: vo(n). For equality of these two 
generalised velocity components would imply that there is no transport of 
any quantity <j> through th© boundaries of the system. As a concrete 
example* we may consider th© case of a fluid oontained within rigid bound­
aries. with heat being applied at th© boundaries. Then* to the extent 
that the walls ar© rigid* th© boundaries of JlQ must also be considered 
as fixed* so that vto(n)= 0* But* as there is transfer of heat into th© 
system through th© walls* the particles must* on the average* rebound from 
the walls with increased kinetic energy. This may be pictured in pirns® 
space by imagining that a system of the virtual ©nserabl© flows out through 
the boundary of JX^  at the instant a particle strikes the rigid wall and 
another system flows in through th© boundary when the particle rebounds
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from th© rigid wail, on inf Initesim&lly short time later*
In order to avoid difficulties with discontinuities at th© boundaries, 
we may consider a system consisting of the particles of a portion of a ■ 
fluid which is contained entirely within a larger portion of the same 
fluid# It becomes necessary to distinguish between a particle of the 
system* in the microscopic sense* and a parcel of th© fluid* in the 
macroscopic sense* Du© to diffusion* th© boundaries of th© system would 
become iUndefined if we were to require that the system is to always 
consist of the same particles* Hence we define the boundaries of the 
system by saying that during any reasonably short interval of time th© 
system is to always consist of th© same fluid parcels* Likewise, due to 
diffusion of systems in phase space* the boundaries of a region of phase 
space would become ill«def ined if we were to require that it is to 
always contain the same systems* so that we define the boundaries of a 
region in phase space in terms of the previously defined boundaries of 
the real system in real space# There is* then* no net flow either of 
particles through the boundaries of th© physical volume in real space nor 
of systems through the boundaries of the imaginary volume in phase space* 
so that there is conservation of both th© total number of particles in 
the real system and of the total number of systems in the virtual ensemble#
CHAPTER IV 
THE EQUATION OF TRANSPORT
The equation of transport, including; the general case of moving 
boundaries, may be derived directly from (3*2) provided certain boundary 
conditions, to be stated later, are imposed* W© note that since 
(4*1) CK$€>) = ^
is an Identity,
(4,2) Dl{4) =: $ V0
is equivalent to (3*2)* From (4*2) w® then have 
(4*3) J D{g<P)A-a, =  J {  (O0M-/2, .
Let v (n) be th© component of the velocity of a point on the element dS, 
of the boundary surface S, of-O, # normal to dS( * and let vf (a) be the 
component of the velocity of a representative paint* in the 6^-3 dimeiw 
sional subepao© ~a, of s i0 , at the moment that point is on or passes 
through d8, * normal to dS, * By exactly the same procedure as previously 
used* me obtain* corresponding to (3*9)*
<4*4> h  =  k i t  dJZ>+ 1 . ks‘ *
However, whereas in the left hand side of (3*9) the operator need not
be distinguished from th© operator , here these operators must be 
distinguished since ^ v-JU2( is explicitly a function of q (* q^* and q3, as 
well as of t* in general* these four variables being treated as constants 
in the integrations over and dS, * Th© operator —  operating on 
/ %r&/z is to be interpreted as th© operation of finding the time variation
of this integral, both through the explicit dependence of \fr on t as well
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as through the explicit dependence of the limits of integration on t, 
but with q, , q^, and q3 regarded as constant*
Since -a, Is th© space of all j at momentum coordinates but of only 
3pT—3 position coordinates, application of Gauss* theorem for the brans* 
formation of a surface integral into a volume integral gives the equality 
(4.5) ly-v.wAs, =, An, .
Upon supplying on both sides of (4*5) the three terms necessary to make 
the indices in both summations to run from 1 to 3a^# and combining the 
result with (4.4), we obtain, by using also (3*1),
<4*6> ka>= ^  as, .
Upon replacing y~ by vr© find, by (4*2), after the application of
Hamilton's equations of motion and th© assumption that th© force compo* 
nents R- do not depend explicitly on the corresponding momentum coor­
dinates, that (4*6) becomes
(4.7) f*>^n)-v,h^£S( .
In the more general case in which th© force components pc = R< depends 
explicitly on the corresponding momentum coordinates p. , th© principle of 
conservation of density-in-phase, equation (3*2), Is to be replaced by th© 
more general principle of conservation of systems in phase spaces
jtr . .
(4.8) Of + ^ =  o.
Upon replacing y- by In (4.6) it is found by means of (4,8) that
(4.7) is also valid in the more general case#
Yihen each member of (4.7) is multiplied byJ^T^x' » where is any
N
fixed element of volume in real space, the first term on the left hand side 
of the resulting equation then represents the time rate of increase of the 
total amount of in cT , and the summation represents the net rate of
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flow of the quantity ((> out of 4 T  # through its boundaries• The first 
tern on the right hand side* involving Dcf> 0 then represents the rate of 
increase of the total amount of <p in due to the explicit dependence 
of <p on the phase coordinates and on th© time# however, v( (n) and v, (n) 
are generalised velocity components in th© imaginary subspace ji, of phase 
epaoe, so that the surface integral over dS, , in th© right hand side of 
(4 *8 ), then represents the rate at which the quantity (f) is transported 
into a T  , but not through its boundaries* The real physical space is a 
5-d imen s i anal sub space of phase space, and there ar© paths in generalised 
coordinate spaoe which lead from the exterior to th© interior of th© closed 
volisae in real space, yet which do not pass through the boundaries of the 
real volume# As th© transport of any physical quantity from the exterior 
to the interior of a closed volume by a path not passing through its .
boundaries is experimentally unobservable, we require that the surface 
integral in (4*7) should vanish* Hence, for any quantity <J> , whose value 
for the entire system is equal to th© sum of its values for th© individual 
particles, and for which th© integrals involved exist, (4*7) beoomess
(4,9) +
By means of (2*14) and (4*9) we then obtain 
(4*10) jt-Oi?) +
since both tsT and N are constant*
Equations (4*9) and (4*10) will hereinafter be referred to as th© 
first and second forms of the equati n of transport, respectively* The 
right hand side of each equation remains to b© developed, for any partic­
ular 4> • 0^ (3 3^. j defining th© operator B* In comparing (4 *1 0 )
with equation (3), page 12 of Enskog1a Inaugural dissertation,*-^ w©
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note that the equations are identical in form except that terms corre­
sponding to (<j>) and do not appear her© inasmuch as the effects of
collisions are accounted for by the intermolecular forces* In making such 
comparisons* it must be remembered* however, that our averages are defined 
with respect to a 3K--3 dimensional subspac© of phase space whereas the 
averages in th© classical treatment followed by Enskog are defined with 
respect to a 3-dimensional velocity space*
Since the isotropic solution is a good approximation only with 
respect to a coordinate system in which there is no mass current at the 
representative point* we proceed to transform our transport equation to 
such a coordinate system by introducing the new variables*^
(4*11) =  p - p   ^ i ^ 1, 2 , or 3*
into (4*10)* The average values oh the left hand side of (4*10) are 
independent of the p * and hence remain unchanged* except for the sub* 
stitution of and of the transformed function (f>f for <p •
With sufficient generality for the present purposes w© shall restrict our 
considerations to functions <p which are such that the transformed 
functions depend explicitly only on th© new variables py *» P^f» an<*
P, *• Since ft = <pf W0 obtain 
(4.12a) ]i> = - J  H ' ^  ,
(4.12b) 
and *
(4.12c) ^  =  ||, -
By means of (3*1)* (4*10)* and (4*12) we then obtain* valid for functions 
<pf which depend at most on p,‘f * p *^ * and p3 **
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(4.i3) + ^
= &  C’t *-) + * £ i  || + -  | f v
= n-? { ^4?'- dfc T‘'4®' £^i "\
where the operator 4- is defined byAt:
.14) 4  = ri. + i  £l-.
I*
Equation (4*13), which may be compared with equation (4), page 13 of 
Snskog’s dissertation, will be further considered in our treatment of heat 
conduction *
CHAPTER Y
THE EQUATION OF CONTINUITY* THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION*
AND THE ENERGY EQUATIONS
Letting cj> = / * we obtain from (4*10)* by means of (£*18)*
(5.1) + iillJiO _ 0
which is th© equation of continuity* Elimination of ilS from (4 .1 0 ) and
 ^I
(8*1) results* by th© aid of (4*14)* in a third form of th© equation of 
transports
(8.8) ^  .
Letting * 0<f> == * in (6*2)* w© obtain the hydr©dynamical
equations of motions
<•**> =  3 = ! . « . « » .
the components S.. of th© strain tensor having been defined in (2*19)*O
We not© that th© mean force K, — (H, , K »  % )  acting on th© representative 
parcel may be non—conservative* even when th© forces It acting on th© 
individual particles are conservative. Conservative internal forces may 
tend to increase or decrease th© disordered motion of th© particles com­
posing the system* and this is interpreted* from the macroscopic point of 
view* as the effect of non-conservative forces acting on the parcels of 
the fluid* as in th© appearance of tangential surface forces when there 
are velocity gradients* Moreover* in the nan-stationary oas© in which the 
distribution function depends explicitly on the time, R- may depend ex­
plicitly on the time even when R- does not depend explicitly on the time* 
In order to obtain th© equation of the thermal energy we may let
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$ aSin ^  "* ^  (&*2 ) and obtain, by moans of th© definitions given
in equations (2*14) and (2*18) to (2*22) of Chapter II and the us© of
(3,1) for the evaluation of D 0 , the equation
It is seen that external oonsenratit© force®, which depend at most on the 
position coordinates of the particle on which they act, and possibly on 
the time, make no contribution to the right hand side of (5.4) since for 
such external forces E^ e,= E.'* * In the case of an ideal gas whose Internal 
energy is entirely kinetic, the right hand member of (5*4) vanishes and 
th© equation becomes identical with equation (13) , page 18, of Knskogfs 
dissertation#^ The terns In the right hand member of (5*4) become neg* 
ligible also in the ess© of a moderately dense system for which th© in*, 
ternal forces decay sufficiently rapidly with distance#
In order to obtain th© equation of total energy we must first 
consider in more detail th© system of forces acting on th® particles of 
the system* Let
(5.5) r<= f <r(e'+ ft >
where y>ta and are the time independent internal and external potentials
of th© system and E is th© component correspond ing to th© coordinate q^  
of all forces not derivable from time independent potentials# The ©x~ 
ternal potential is assumed to be th© sum of time independent external 
potentials of the individual particle®*
(8.6)
d*» '
where y f  is a function of q^, q^, and q3^  only* It is further assumed 
that, as to the conservative internal intermoleoular forces, only binary 
attractions and repulsions between th© particles need be considered, so
£6
that th# internal potential may be written in th® form
/ W \ ^  C<)(6.7) y = < L f t ,
a-»
where
(6.8) ^  , rj';'= o, a I. E . -----  ,
► a/
and eaoh ^  is a function of th© distance of separation rab of the two 
corresponding particles only* Sin©© is a funotion of q(, q^ , and q3 
only, equation (4*14) gives
(6.9)
Jit
furthermore, eino# depends only on th© position ooordinatqs and not
on th© time, (3*1) and (§#£) give* with <f> = f (°?
In Suleriaa form, th© equation of continuity (5*1) is =  o *
At
Stone## when (5*10) is multiplied by y\<kc and integration over ekr is 
carried out at a constant time* there is obtained, by using also (5*7),
By considerations of symmetry, the fC integrals in th© summation on the 
extreme left are all equal, as are th© 3 *r integrals in the summation on 
th© right hand side in 3 groups of rc each* Furthermore, the second sum* 
mat ion on th® left hand side of (5*11) represents the net flow of internal 
potential through the boundaries of the system, as may be seen by trans-* 
forming it into a surface integral, Henoe, this summation vanishes *h©n 
there Is no flee of particles through the boundaries of the system* fhue 
(5*11) becomes
When eaoh of the three equations (5*3) Is multiplied by th© ©orr#©ponding 
mean linear momentum component mu. and th® resulting equations added,the
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first ter® in th® resulting equation is <A where
at
<S*1S) w.Vi^+uf .
After multiplying th® resulting equation and (b«4) and (6*9) by -yi dx # 
integrating o w  dr at a constant time, and combining the three result* 
lag equation© with (5,12), we ob ha in, by the aid also of {&*£} and (5*9), 
the equation of total energy
(6.14) £ $ n (£ * iS + f? ^ + ik r )< l .T + j£ * (K;+i s ^ J r  = <iT.
®-T 1=( V ,j~i i-t ^
Upon transforming the «eoon& volume integral on th© left hand side ©f 
(§44) into a surface integral it is seen that this equation may be in* 
berprrtr a- ©bating that th© time rat© of increase of total energy of 
the system Is equal to the rate at which th© oaeermtlire body foroes
Pc and surface forces S<. do work on the system, augmented by the rate at 
which thermal energy of disordered motion flows into th© system through 
Its bounderies*
CHAPTER VI 
THE GENERALI&KD MOMENTUM INTEGRALS
W© shall define generalised momentum integrals 3^ bc , (a, b, e > G),
and for convenience let —  0 when a, b, or o Is negative* Although 
not all of th© are measurable quantities# they are all independent of 
th© form ohosen for the representation of the distribution function and, 
hence, will bo oh&ra©terIsad as "quantities of physical signifloanee**
Any of the for whieh a# b, and o are all even ar© necessarily poal« 
tiv© and do not vanish even when static equilibrium is reached* Ga the 
other hand, any of th© a^w& for which at least one of a# b or © is odd 
may be negative and must vanish when static equilibrium is reached, for 
these Paw. are proportional to th© rat® of transport of a product of the 
momenta of th© representative partial© through an ©lament of cur face area 
fixed in the fluid* For a system which i© in a condition only slightly 
different from static equilibrium, those of th© Faba for which at least 
on© of a, b, or e is odd may then b© classified as of at least th© first 
order compared to any of the i^ tc. for whieh a# b, and o are all even* 
Expressions for th© density n, the components of the ordered 
■welooity, the components S;: of the strain tensor# the temperature T,
9
the quantities Hi (3 ) and th© components It of th© heat current may be 
readily formed In term© of the momentum integral© * Upon neglecting 
terms involving products of two or more of the Pat>c for each of which at 
least on© of a# b, or o is odd as being of th© second or higher order, it
by
(6,1)
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in found by naans of (2,15), (8,14), fc,18), (2,19), (2.20), (2.22), (2.25) 
and (6.1) that*
(6*8) n=R,.o,
<®*8) w , ,  p,„0)
(6.4) "Wt^ n — Pioo j T'H P|j© ^
(6.5) = P„o„ + P0J.0 + p.oi ,
(6.6) H.C.) =  , H.U) ~ J
risao » 1 *oo
and
(6.7) H.* = 1 P,„ +■ Ptao + ptn\ .
From (6*5), (6*4), (6 *6 ) and (6*7) expressions for others of the ia., 
s<i f ‘Hi.(5) arw3 H? may be readily formed by evident changes of the sub­
scripts, and by means- of (3*21) and (6 *6 ) the expressions for the com­
ponents H. of th© heat current, corrected for th© mass current, may be 
formed* In regions whore there is no mass current the expression® for the 
Hc reduce to th© corresponding expressions for th© H* as given by (6 *7 }*
If w© lot $ = W V  111 th© equation of transport (4*9), w© obtain 
the differential equations for the momentum integralsa
(6 *8 ) P^abc . J_ t ^ yca»i>bc. + S?afb».)c -1. — a^ Ja-obc&. + ^  +>nl ^  ) ----------------------------
f“«> [|i3 ^ (a|»|iA + M  j )
where
(6*9) a *4=.  ^ X*U = o, i =1# 2 or 3,
It Is to be noted that th© components of th© external forces, which 
depend at most on the time and on th@ position coordinates of th® parti­
cles on which they act, do not contribute +-» the -a R. , since for th© 
components of such forces R ^ — R.(^  and 4 R ^  0* For condensed systems, 
in which internal forces are of ma,jor Importance, complete ©valuation of
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th© terms in th© preceding set of equations involving the requires 
detailed knowledge not only of the internal forces but also of the 
distribution function Itself, so that (6 *8 ) constitutes an infinite set 
of int©gr©**differential equations whose exact solution presents unsur­
mountable mathematical difficulties* Nevertheless, first order approxi­
mations to those of th© involved in equations (6 ,2 ) to (6*7) may be 
obtained from (6*8), and this gives all of th© information necessary for 
obtaining first order approximations for the coefficient® of heat con­
ductivity and of viscosity*
GHA.PTEH VII 
Tim STATIONARY, LINEAR CASE
Macroscopically, stationary conditions exist whan for ©very
quantity <fi of physical significance* From th© definition of ^  in (2*7)
it is seen that this may occur even when bt ^  O ^  for example when the
d t
boundaries are rigid and the distribution In phase space depends ex#*
plioitly on t only through a factor which is a function of t alone* He-*
stricting our considerations* however, to a stationary distribution of
systems in phase space, with bS: — o , we may note that the set of integro—
 ^t
differential equations (6 *8 ) then splits into two distinct sets, one set 
for which s = a t b + c  is even and the other set for which a ie odd* Ihis 
separation into two sets, ^ 7  which was noted by Jaffd, follows directly 
from the properties of the operator P and th© assumptions that the force 
components R; do not depend explicitly on the momentum coordinates, and 
that b£ =  O * If w© let
(7.1) f = fen- f„ , fe = i{f(q,p,t) + f(q,-p,t)h ea= J^(q.p.t) - f(q,-p,t)}, 
where f(q,-p,t) is obtained from f(q,p*t) by replacing each of th© mo­
mentum coordinates by its negative, examination of the terms of th® oper­
ator D in (3*1) shows that P changes f<* Into a function odd In th© momentum 
coordinates and changes fQ into a function even in th© momentum coordi­
nates, when the two assumptions stated above ar© fulfilled* Hence, under 
these two restrictions, not only f but also fe and fft satisfy the funda­
mental equation **©parately, that is,
(7.2) Of - Dfe = Df0=  0*
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Thus, In this oaso, the equation Df = 0  gives no connection between fe and 
fQ * the distribution function is a superposition of two entirely inde­
pendent functions * and no information as to the relation between th© heat 
current and the temperature gradient* or between th© components of th© 
strain tensor and th© velocity gradients* for example* can be obtained 
directly fro© the fundamental equation* In order to obtain such rela­
tions by application of th© principle of conservation of d@imity-in-phas© 
for systems not in equilibrium* it is necessary to introduce some addi­
tional principle or to admit either that the distribution of systems in 
phase space depends explicitly on the time or that each force component 
H;. depends explicitly on the corresponding momentum coordinate*
Considering also th© linear (stationary or non-stationary) case in 
which* for example* there are forces and gradients only in the direction 
corresponding to q, * and assuming that the forces are independent of the 
momentvss coordinates, w© note that (6 *8 ) gives no relations between any 
of the moment isn integrals I\bc which do not have th© same b and o* such 
as for example between B^ o© and P©a.© * Hence* in this case* relations 
between suoh of th© i^ bc, which do not have th® same b and © can not be 
obtained by application of th© principle of conservation of deneity-in- 
phase and ar© to be obtained from other considerations* such as con­
sideration of th© isotropic properties of the fluid*
Let us consider a stationary* linear ©as© in which there are temper­
ature and density gradients and forces acting in the direction corre­
sponding to th© coordinate q( only* and no mass currents* Then* with
(a*b*c) — (1 *0 *0 ) in (6 *8 ), w® obtain 
/ r, -z \ b —  -yy\ P00© R, =  "m’n  R t -
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From (6*5) It Is soon that and are also required in order to
obtain y>lT?y but inspect! on of (6 *8 ) reveals that no special oas© of4 
o *
this aquation involves these two partial derivatives* %  may, however, 
by means of (3*19), (2*20) and (6*5), writ© Piow , P0^  , and Poo;t in the
form
(7*4) —  ~r>\-JlivCr-h s, ^  Pom = >n-&nT + &*. ? and Fi>o^ ='m4l-nT +■ S3 ?
where
(7*5) 3 ^  - .
By limiting our considerations to an Isotropic fluid, we have
& -o0 when th© system Is In static ©qullibr ium t^ ith uniform conditions# 
Following a method similar to that used by Born and Green,**® vm may 
by means of the squat Ion of state set up an expansion of S, , E, , H§ and
similar quantities a© power series in |T , |^ T , etc*, and then apply the
method of comparison of coefficients and equate corresponding terms of the
same order on the two sides of an equation* Terms in will be classi*
*%•
fied as of the first order and terms in and (~^Y~wIll bo classified as 
of the second order, etc* A quantity will b© classified as of the nftti 
order if it contains a noiwzero term of th© n*th order but no non-sero
terms of lower order, without however making any reference to th© rela** 
tive orders of magnitude* For completeness of notation, the order of a 
term may be indicated by a superscript, but in the following there should 
be no danger of misunderstanding and the superscripts will be omitted*
Inasmuch as each 5^=0 when the system ie in static equilibrium with 
uniform conditions, each Si is of at least the first order in ^ , so that
each Is of at least th© second order* Equations (7*3) and (7*4)
**' -
together then show that R, is of th© first order# Upon combining these
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As a special case of (6 *8 )* for the stationary* linear ease* 
obtained by taking (&*b*c) — (3 *0 *0 *)* (1 *2 *0 )* and (1 ,0 ,8 ), re, nay also 
write
(7 *1 0 ) —  =• 3>nfiooR( ■+ 3»\ P^ *0 j.^R, ?
____
 ^fu.O — >T\ Rl + JFi ^ )
a*.
and
>!"*• = >* p..jr + >n .
Upon eliminating P oc » Po;uo * Pooa, and H( from these equations by Lie an a of 
(7*4) and (7*7)* w© obtain* for terms of tit© first order*
(7*11)  ^R»oe
 ^(iJ.O
and
%
IX
at.
— >n Pofto-K^  (/ - D) XT #
These relations remain valid in th© non** static nary case provided th© 
changes in time are sufficiently slow* and will bo adopted in Section A 
of Chapter IX in obtaining an expression for the coefficient of heat 
o onduotivity*
CHAPTER YIIX 
A TXME^DEPENDEHT SOLUTION
Assuming that th© distribution function may fe© written in th© forms
(e.i) f  = Z j .
where «uuh f^(<bP,t,An} is of th© form
(8 .2 ) ^  Lt,*j .
and each f^ satisfies th© fundamental equation Df —  0 , w© obtain by th© 
method of separation of variables*
ji -l«
(8*5) T^ — (a constant)* e and ifn - _ jL .
W© may let A„= o and f0 be a solution for the case of a stationary
distribution of systems in phase space* If w© assume that IN = o and that
® t
the boundaries of th© system are rigid, then o for n=f= 0 and only
f0 oontributes to th© total number of systems in the virtual ensemble*
In order for f to remain bounded as t approaches infinity, it is aeoes* 
sary that th© real part of each A non«n©t;iv©* As each of th® 
functions f* involves a parameter , it is to be expected that their 
determination will involve the theory of eigenvalues* It may fe© assumed 
for the present purposes that the >*s form a discrete set# By making 
necessary approximations, the two different > fs giving th© time© of ro~ 
legation for temperature and velocity perturbations, respectively, will 
be determined*
Tn each case we consider a perturbatl n of a liquid from an equl-* 
librium state such that uniform, stationary conditions are approached a® 
t approaches infinity* Then the real part of each A must be positive#
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Letting be that which has the smallest real part, assuming that 
there is only on© such* w© may write as a close approximation after a 
sufficiently long period of tine
(8.4) { = f. + £  ,
■whore fo is time independent and i) depends explicitly on t only through 
th© factor 6  ^ ,ir • We let
(3 .5 ) p4kc. = g ygt*ir,VAA'> p.w = -g
and note from (6*1), (3*4)* and (8*5) that
(8 .6 ) = pa;t * pa‘bc. .
Furthermore ,
(9*7) i W  = djate. =
at at *
if motion of the boundaries is neglected (see equation (4*4))* Also
(8*8) Lira Pabo - Lim Pab& =
and
(8*9) Lira — him o . 1 = 1 ,  2 or 3*
t-»«» t-*«> <><£*
since 1 ®^ is independent of t and stationery* uniform conditions ar®
approached as t approaches infinity* Assuming that there is no not flow 
of any Hpower” of momenti® when static equilibrium la attained* then 
(8 .1 0 ) P3g  =  o , =  ?-Xc ,
for a* L, or © odd* Th© quantities represent the perturbations in
the P,bt from their equilibrium values *
W© shall consider a perturbation such that gradients exist only in 
th® direction of Qs • Then* with (a,b,c) = (0,0,0)* (1*0,0), and (2,0,0) 
in (6 *8 ), we obtain* after replacing ^ fl%- by Rc «* ,
(8 .1 1 «t.) + ^  =  °>
(8 .1 1 b) Ig* + £  = ?•- R.<lA1 +/fAJ/ 2,] ,
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and
(8 »iio) ^ -  + j l + ^,-r.R.i^.
2 n (8.11b) and (3«lIo) th© superscript (t) has b©@n placed an th® averages 
R( and p( R# to designate that these force terms depend explicitly on th© 
time in a manner corresponding to tne form of our asymptotic solution* 
the left hand members of these equations approach zero as t approaches 
infinity* as do tie two integral* and th© second and
third of these equations* hence
(8.18) Lim /£„R,<Ul, =  Lim /A-frR.Ajz .
Time independent external (gravitational) forces may be neglected in the 
ease of a condensed system provided th© mass of th© system under consider­
ation is of moderate else*, In order to eliminate time dependent external 
forces, which in general are surface forces, we limit our considerations 
to the neighborhood of a point in th© interior of th© liquid* where th© 
offacts of external surface forces are negligible compared to the ©ffacts 
of internal forces# Final1 ,  since neither f0 nor the forces depend ex­
plicitly on the time, it follows from (8#1E) that
(8.13) = J R, J._at =  <a .
Since physical conditions can b© realised under which heat conduc­
tion and viscous flow ar© observable practically independently of each 
other* it is reasonable to consider solution© of our equations corre­
sponding to the predominance of either of the two effects over the other* 
For this reason* as well as to avoid complications in notation* we ©hall
treat the two case# separately*
We first consider a system in which th© temperature gradient pre­
dominate© over velocity gradients* Th© corresponding value of will be
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denoted by A&* By eliminating P/Oo from (8»11&) and (8 * 1 lb) w© obtain
(8,14) ). ^ s? —  - 1  ^J5,oo L iL, (p Rw )
* l^2- >w. 000 '
In order to obtain an expression for Ar we proceed to ©mlmt© the three
berms in (8*14)* IV© note that R^? vanishes when stationary equilibrium 
Is attained and* in the first approximation* is proportional to th© 
temperature gradient ~  * with a proportionality factor which is inde­
pendent of th© temperature gradient and which depends only on th© 
character 1stle properties of the liquid* this proportionality factor oan 
be obtained by th© following argument* Regarded as a function of th® 
position coordinates* the distribution function f must b© vanishingly 
small except for those values of th© position coordinates which correspond 
to density distributions differing insignificantly (from the macroscopic 
viewpoint) from th© observed density distribution* far which it must have 
at least a relatively sharp maximem* Sinoe R. = f-f (a, a) (aee e qu.a-
(J=*. 6*
tions (8.7) and (6.8)), wo may writ®, as a first approximation* by the 
aid of (2.14), (6.2), (B.4), (8.6), and (8.IS),
(8.15) fj..e* = ji<£s2, = - It ,
N  J * If., N >1, 7
where31
(8 .1 6 ) p  = ( £ f \ ^ ~ t s
\a=a. /aAr.
is to be evaluated for all microscopic distributions of th© particles 
consistent with tie observed m&oroeseopio distribution* by a suitable 
averaging process (see pages 42—45 and th© Appendix)* Such an averaging 
process reduces £  fr om a function of all s hf' position coordinate©
to a function of only (in th© linear case). This represents an 
approximation mad® necessary by th© fact that knowledge of the actual 
microscopic distribution ie not available* Direct calculation of th©
component; Rt of th© Internal force from th© potential functions ywC^a') 
would require knowledge of th© instantaneous positions of all parti#* 
ole* of the system* On th© other hand, from the masorosoopio viewpoint* 
It i* cuffiolently accurate to compute th© force components by averag*. 
iag over all microscopic distributions consistent with th© observed 
macroscopic distribution* Upon differentiating (8*15) with respect to 
q( we obtain* correct to term© of the first order*
(8.17) ^  ^*L-
It Is to bo noted that * 9. vanishes when the representative pcrtiele
*%>
la in its equilibrium position with respoot to th© other particles of th© 
system* On the other hand does not vanish even when th© system is
in equilibrium* so that the sero order term in * which is required
here* is a constant characteristic of the fluid*
In order to obtain a relation between K (t/ and H* w© may oorrelat®
_ ' %' 
the work don© on a parcel of the liquid in moving it a distance
with th© increase of its internal energy ~  ^  * Assuming that U is a
function of t and of a second thermodynamic variable £ which r©mains
constant, and defining Be fey
(8.18) 6 * = ^ ( g ) f>
we obtain
(8.19)
*  8  She dimensionloes parameter B* has the same significance as in the paper0
by Jaffa.
By means of (6*2)* (7*4)* (7*8), (8*16), and (8.19) we obtain 
(8 *2 0 ) iiee - i*SS>zl> pB'&
eorreet for terras of the lowest order* Since — = p/Co * elimination
2 t1’
? 0* atl^  from (3*14) by means of (8*17) and (8*20) loads bo
*♦81) ^  * { ^ ±5Ldl ^  ,
^ -»nfcv > 7'1 <
where boms of the second and higher orders have been neglected*
We now consider a system in which th© perturbation In th© velocity 
end velocity gradient predominates over th© perturbation in the temper* 
ature gradient* let the perturbati n be such that th® ordered velocity* 
velocity gradients# and resulting forces exist only in the direction of 
q( and uniform* stationary conditions ar© approached as t approaches 
infinity* The perturbation may have been established for example by 
surface frictional forces arising from lateral motion of th© boundaries*' 
but* inasmuch as we are considering conditions in the interior only# w© 
may assume that the motion of the boundaries has been suddenly stopped 
and that the subsequent decay of th© perturbation thereafter la being 
examined* The value of corresponding to this case will be denoted by
Upon elimination of i^ 00 from (8 *llb) and (8 ,llo) there is obtained 
(3.2S) ^ S »  = ^ -
Xh order to obtain an expression for we proceed to evaluate the terms
in this equation* Wow p, H,w  vanishes when equilibrium is reached and# 
in the first approximation, is proportional to the velocity disturbance* 
with a proportionality factor independent of the perturbation* By th© 
aid of (8*14)* (6*2)* (8*4)* (8*8)* (8*13) and (8*16) w© obtain* oopre*
©ponding to (8*15)#
(8*25) Po.ofi^1 = <*i2* “ ~ >
and hence
(8.34) X  «w) = - C  ,
correct for terms of th© lowest order*
On th© other hand represents the rate at w h ic h  work is done
on the particX© by the surrounding medium so that, assuming as before 
that V - U{ ^  #T) where  ^ remains constant, we obtain by means of (6 *2 ), 
(?•*)* (8 *Ila) and (8*18),
Furthermore, since th© temperature perturbation is of higher than the 
first order, the heat current measured with respect to a reference system 
moving with a parcel of th© liquid is also of higher than the first order, 
so that by setting Hf(X) ~ 0  wo obtain, by the aid of (6 »S), (6,6) and 
(7*4),
(a*26) Pio* = 3 in A t  ,
correct to terms of th© second order* By means of (8,24), (8,25) and 
(8*26) we then obtain
correct for terms of lowest order* Tho first torn on the right hand side 
of (8*22), ?oo* has been neglected sine© it leads to a term in
In order to obtain numerical values for and A** it remains to 
evaluate ^  • fhis can be achieved by considering the Immediate
neighborhood of any one particle in th© way which is characteristic of 
Jaffa9© deduotion of th© equation of state From (8*16) it is seen that 
fxfc evaluated by integrating n V j w  over th© volume external to a
<M>d — ~3m D p' .
*b H.3- &  *I?
substitution from (8*24) and (8*2?) into (8*22)
leads to
Such terms ar© negligible compared to th© toms in (see page ««#1,4 
44).
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Small sphere of radius cr * wh©r® <T is th© distance between two nearest
neighbors* and then averaging the result of this first integration for 
all distances between two nearest neighbors# As a first approximation* 
the density distribution in the neighborhood of a partiol© differs from 
an teotroplo distribution by terms wnioh vanish with the density gradient* 
Following daff®*^® w® shall assume that the aero order terra for the 
density distribution in the neighborhood of a particle is given by
Bolt smarm* s theorems
* -yw/ferr
(8*29) A  = e >
where yw is the mutual potential of two particles separated by a distano© 
r* In order to perform the averaging process in (3*16}* w® shall make 
use of the generalisation^ by Jaff© of Herts* formula*’** for the most 
probable number grids' of mass points in a small element of volume 
dr =- Yiro^cr surrounding a point* Jaffd*a generalisation of Berts* formula 
may b® written in the form
(8*30) , X  =  ci/L.
By transforming to spherical coordinates* with the polar axis in the 
direction of increasing q ( and 9 and <p as t e zenith distance and
azimuth angle respectively* we obtain = ri c ^ O  -+■ ,
Upon integrating this expression for over the surface of a sphere
of radius r we obtain J t i ^ 0  * According to the method out-.
3 #/v V a JL* *
lined above for evaluating V^. * quantity ~ is to
be integrated over the exterior of a sphere of radius <r* and th© r©** 
suiting expression* which is a functi n of <T * Is to b© averaged for all 
distances cT between two nearest neighbors* As a result of th© form of the 
expressi n for -pA**) and of the properties of the potential function <f{^ ) *
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which becomes infinitely great as r approaches 0  and is chosen to 
approach 0  as r beooaas infinitely great, tne latter quadrature may be 
performed by an integration by parte. By this procedure it is found 
that
(8*31) = t^ = f  m u  J > e  *)e g )
where V - v is the region external to a sphere of radius tr* * The 
details of the calculations and an example of the graphical method used 
in evaluating the result of the final integration, as well as a reason** 
ably accurate approximation formula which greatly shortens the calcu­
lations necessary, are given in the Appendix*
Since isotropic distribution functions (see equations (8,29) and 
(8,30)) for the is»adi&te neighborhood of any particle have been used in 
deriving (8*31), the resulting expression must be considered as the zero
order term for the value of to b© used in (8,21) and (8*28), The
**?■
average value over the surface of a sphere of raidus r is gero,
so we conclude that ^  is a quantity of small magnitude compared to $—$ «
3fr 3 S.i'
With the potential functions used in making numerical computations,
the factors in th© integrand in the right hand member of (8*31) remain
of the same sign for r-c ro * where r0 Is th© equilibrium distance
between two particles. Since, moreover, th© contribution to th©
integral for values of r > ro is negligible (see page 6 8 ), application
of the law of the mean for integrals gives
(8,32) = JLnn* £ Xt<(f0r j^’O - e K)X L A*',
*
where
(8*33) ft = “sf ©<.vu, < *
For liquids, th© ooefl icient of (8*32) varies only slowly with the
tarn per ature* The expressions Tor the coefficients of -eat conductivity 
and or viscosity* to be obtained later, vary inversely as th© square
root of r-^ # wbenee* by (&•$&)» th© principle dependence of these two 
ooeffie tents oa the temperature is expressed by a factor of the torn
CHAPTER XX 
HEAT CONDUCTION AND VISCOSITY
A* TEE COEFFICIENT OF HEAT CONDUCTIVITY
In order to obtain an expression to# th® coefficient of thermal 
conductivity* we now consider th® decay of a perturbation in the temper** 
ature distribution* It will b© assumed that sufficient tlm© has ©lapsed 
sine® the origin ol' i*Xi© peri#utr*btrblox^  "th^ ct* tso ioie^ it degree
approximation, equality of pressure has been achieved* It is to he noted 
that equalisation of pressure is directly associated with macroscopic 
motions, 3 3  This viewpoint is further verified numerically by comparison 
of the time constant for the decay of mass currents with the value of 
the time constant ~~ for th© decay of temperature gradients3  ^(seeAc,
equations (3*21), and (@*23) and Table II)*
3 inee the mass currents decay more rapidly than th© temperature
gradient, th© terms in (4*13) Involving th© ^ jL will, after a sufficient
it
time has elapsed, be negligible in comparison to terms of th© first order 
in the temperature gradient* Furthermore * when $  — IgLj:£/*+
- H, and th© terms In (4*13) of the form® 0~') and
are of at least the second order* When such terms are neglected* we 
obtain from (4*13) an equation identical in form with that assumed by 
(4*10) when 4> - - * *  0u3p calculation® will therefor® remain
correct* at least to terms of th© first order, if w© us© th© quantities 
Hf gives by (2*23) and ®*7) in place of th© complete expressions for the 
components of the heat current* and (4*10) In place of (4*13) .
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By combining th© three oases of (6*3) obtained by letting (a,b,o) = 
(3,G,0), (1,2,0) and (1,0,2) in turn, we obtain* by th© aid or (6 *7 ),
(#*i) =  ^  u * R.o Rfoo+ r« * r .j
+ i W  p*. t p1JO+ p.,,)
^ ^ 3o' + ^  + + ^ 2^ If. f -^ - + fi
qaantitiec 3*|o , l^ o , p ^  , p(aj and P(D3 are of at least th© second
order, as indicated by th© two odd subscripts on each, so that their
partial derivatiws with respect to q^ and q3 , as well as the term© in
Pt .^+- P, P * tr® of at least the third order (see png© 28), Heno©
these seven quantities do not contribute to th© first order terras in
(9*1}# Since in our asymptotic solution Bf depends explicitly on the
time only through th© factor (see equations (6*7),
' dt* *
(6*7) and (S.10))* Upon substituting from (7*4), (7*11) and (8*19) into 
(9*1) we then obtain
(9,a) <r =  ~ h% t =  ■iTQ 6 ^ o - ( V i
*- /in a* j
where ^ — ran, E =  />rk, and B = mbf#
It is to be noted that th© terra© which have been eliminated from 
(9*1) by means of (7*11) decay asymptotically with the temperature 
gradient* While their values in th© non-stationury case are not th© same 
as In the stationary case, nevertheless their ratios to th© temperature 
gradient ar© th© same in th© two oases, inasmuch as it has been assumed 
that a considerable time has ©lapsed since th© origin of th© perturbation* 
It is the ratios of these quantities to the temperature gradient, rather 
than their momentary values, which have boon used to calculate the coef•* 
ftolent of heat conductivity*
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Inasmuch as equalisation of pressure precedes equalization of 
temperature* the -value ©f D to be used in (9 *2 ) is to be interpreted as 
the product of the temperature and the isobaric coefficient of thermal 
expansion (see equation (7 *9 ))*
B .  7HS C O K FFIC IB in ’ OF T iBC O SITY  
If we let 
(9*3) 7T =: 3- (,sf| )
the coefficient of viscosity ^  may b© defined fey 
(9*4) sn- n  =
3 v d|f **3 '-
By letting (a*b*o) = (2 *0 *0 ), (0 *2 *0 ) and (0 ,0 *2 ) successively in (6 *8 )
and properly combining th© thro© resulting equations* w© obtain* by the
aid of (6*4) and (9*6),
(®*6 ) *_(£, -w) =  *g~s U-h 6%— 63)^-r1-1 (* ?ioo P,„)dt 3m 3 m1
? s u o '  P o 3 ° " f o * ^  ~  ~ *
Equation (8*26) remains valid for any coordinate system so that w© may
write* fey the aid also of (6*3)*
(9,6) = - ^ 6 * |-C»“<0 I =  X, Z, or S.
Sinoe density and temperature gradients Introduce effects of at least the 
Second order in measurements of viscosity* we need consider only a 
velocity perturbation suoh that terms arising from density and tempera-# 
taro gradients are negligible compared to terms involving velocity 
gradients* Then th© quantities H. (3 )* as measured %vith respect to a 
reference system moving with a parcel of th© fluid* or© also of higher 
than th© first order* Heno@* by means of (6*2)* (6*3)* (6 *6 )* (7*4) and 
Similar equations obtained by cyclic permutations of th© subscripts* w©
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obtain
(9.7) ?3bV — 3 P<1o = 3 P,toa_ — 3 »t^nTu(,
fi»3o — 3 ?*,© = 2. P0(i_ = i U^.}
and
*^»°3 ~ 3 ^2-01 ^ 3 P0i, => 3 >*^2-J&-3^ T'i^ 3 ^
oorreot to tar ms of th© first or titer*
In our asymptotic solution 5 ,,-rc depends explicitly on t only
for th© ©oof fie lent of viscosity*
C» C0MB1RIS0N OF hTUMBKXO&h RESULTS WITH BXFBRlMKMmL VALUES
In making numerical computations of <r and for th© ten liquids 
listed in Tables I* II and III the theoretical constants A » x  «| a^  -'* « 
<j<C J~and <*T determining the potential functions of th© form advocated by 
LennarJon©s 
(9*9) ^
together with the values of D and B* as calculated by Jaffa,3® have been 
used* The values of the constants determining the potential functions 
are repeated in Table I and the values of D and B* are repeated in Table 
XI* By rathor lengthy numerical and graph5.eal integrations there were 
obtained values of ^  for the ten liquids (see equation© (0*29), (8*50)*
numerical values for ^  ^  * <r and ^ are then readily obtained by
means of (8.21)* (8.28)* (9*2) and (9.8). The fi: al results* together
through the factor e iVt so that* by means of (9*4)* (9 *5 ), (9 .6 ) and
(9.7)# iso obtain
(9*8)
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with experimental m k e a  of <r and ^  * are collected in Tabl© III* Th© 
oftloul&tlons refer to tv© *Standard temperaturesa w 1«® *  ^the t^peraturd 
of th© boiling point at on© atmosphere * a© also ueed in th© original 
calculations5* 52 by Jaffe*
With th© exception of th© calculated mlue of ^  for water* th© 
calculated values of o~ and y]^ arc in general several times smaller than 
'th© observed values and arc not as satisfactory th© values previously 
oaloulated by Jaffe* Th© difference in th© numerical value© obtained 
may be attributed in large part to th© different method in calculating
* In th© treatment by Jaffa the value of’ y*K>) for on® particle*
evaluated at the equilibrium distance r„ m s  used* ^ 0  With th© exceptions
or mercury and bromine these values rang© from 0*586 to £ . * 1 1 whereas our
values of range from 440 to 1710# The factor© * by
which our calculated values of tr and would be multiplied had w© used
the value© of in place of the values of in calculating O' and
7 *%?-
* are given in the last column of Table III* Th© multiplication of 
our calculated values of <r and by these factors lead© to values of
<r and which* in general* are much greater than th© observed values* 
This indicates that* whereas Jaffa9© determination doe© not allow suf«» 
fioiently for th© penetrsti n of particle© within th© equilibrium 
distance* our determination allows for the penetration of too many 
particles within th© equilibrium distance* As th© contribution to th© 
Integral on th© left hand sid© of (8*31) by particle® outs id© of th® 
equilibrium distance is negligible (see th© Appendix)* our value© of 
represent th© contributions by all partial©© within th© ©quilibriim
**»*■
distance rather than by one particle* and within the equilibrium distance
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the value of j> Col) increases rapidly from its r&thor ©nail value at the 
equilibrium distance* The calculated mean number (see th©
Appendix) ©f particles within the equilibrium distance varies from 16 fear 
mercury to 1S2 for water* It is, therefore, apparent that part of th© 
disagreement most probably arises in th© potential functions used {Table 
I)* As previously mentioned by Jaff©*^ the values calculated from th© 
potential functions of th© most probable distance between two nearest 
neighbors are from 2*7 to 5*1 times greater than the distances obtained 
by Berts* purely geometrical formula* This makes th© volume and, hence^ 
th© mean number of particles within a sphere of radius r roughly 26 'times 
larger, and finally the calculated values of cr and ^ roughly 5 times 
smaller than might be expected wore the potential functions such that th© 
equilibrium distances were closer in agreement with what might be ex** 
posted from Berts* geometrical formula. The value© of * = zirv^ ji£ a as 
calculated by Jaffa from the potential functions and which ar© repeated 
In Tabl© I, rang© from 19*2 to 50*2 whereas the value of & as obtained 
from Heart s’ purely geometrical formula is 1* Us© of this geometrical 
value for & in oomputing the two coefficients hag the effect of multi** 
plying our calculated values by th© square roots of th© values of & 
given in Tabl© I# This greatly improves the calculated value© for th© 
coefficients of heat conductivity for the first seven liquids listed in 
the tables* but it makes the remaining calculated values considerably 
larger than th© observed values*
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TABLE I
Summary Th© or ©tidal 0on@tasa.ts Dntermining th© Potential
Funotions as Computed by Jaff©
<p(jL) =
■$ Pq t o 131 ^  y o ar^ /oa
2*810 SO *2
1*365 0*809 21,6
Carbon disulfide o,n§ 0*185 20*2
0*874 0*284 20*9
Carbon tetraohlor ide 1.223 0*608 19*4
0*7461,327 20*4
1*010 0*472Ethyl athsr
0*433 19*41,067Senteiw
0*831 23*81.826Ethyl alcohol
28.0
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IABLE II
Summary of Constants Calculated from the Potential Functions
Liquid D Be ^  sI
1 -iX 1J Avkid n
Mercury 1.410 1*29 13,200 I 3*06 | 8.18
Bromine 0.391 4*73 968 1*78 2.84
Carbon disulfide 0*412 4*86 763 2.51 3*26
Acetone 0*468 6*49 604 2.41 3*50
Carbon tetrachloride 0*500 0*39 497 1*33 1*83
Chloroform 0*454 6*61 635 1*70 2.38
Ethyl other 0.466 8*97 440 | 1*81 2.52
Benzene 0.622 0*78 456 1*88 2*60
Ethyl alcohol 0*510 @*63 776 3.12 4.32
Water 0.838 8*94 1*710 7*89 10*20
mt-'bus i n
C a m p a r i  s o n  o f  C ftX Q 'u la t& g  a n d  O b a o t r r r g  V « i1 u m  o f  t .h e  
Coefficient® of Hn&t: Conductivity of H’isoosity
ObeorvaO
tftt t
Ofclmilated
't astute
nT°C*. <T* /ov ra* >£«/o3 ro» ^ *703
Herowy 149 90S M O 9*21 0S7 0*10 9,67 9*0
«*«»«. 56,4 7*21 88*8 0*97. 2*22 12*9
Carbon. disci*. 
fi6* SO $«.m 4# 2*17 **♦0 0*07 1.49 19*9
Aaetoft® 00*§ 4*14* @4 2*4f 96 ft 6 0*70 1*44 24,0
Carbon tatwM* 
chloride is 2*4 77 4*as 78*8 0*40 i*ao 22*7
Chloroform IS 2*08 m *♦07 ai«s 0*40 1*70 17*0
Ethyl ©thar 34*8 3*23* m 2*13* o*«o 0*02 u m 20*9
Bensane IS S*33 m 3*29 S0*1 0**52 1*64 27*9
Sthyl aleohol T9 4*16 (mm$ 4*46 70*4 1*40 1*91 28*9
rmt&r 10a# 16*S 100 s*aa loo 0*42 2*90 30*3
•later plated *
#20 atmo© pKor ©a*
A* tffiSfcOWGTl-'H'' Arm m&TJH??. «M#
the wmtho4 introdueea by boltosmm0 ftn hie theory o.: £ft«ee and 
jpoUomd by Jeff#*' la applying the firing i$&e of ooneormtlen of density* 
IftHplet* to the liquid state m s  to find relation© between the ©oofw 
fieieirts in n power eerie© expansion* mu? them to eombia© them relatione 
la suoh & way &g to give relations between quantities of ::iore direst 
physical significance* tim preoedir.g emtikt&& of Gfoag&er© 'VI to XX# vrMeh 
f«U«0 » more closely &se*e©ll*© i»riglfta& method* aveldf bi*e ©ondlder&bl© 
intermediate eeleulati^ns noooeaeury by choosing fra.,.- the beginning thee© 
linear eoe&in&tl^ns arhieh involve only quantities of direet phy*la*l 
significance• On the otter baml* for the . >vgtp&e& of obtaining; more 
information about the dlstr ibution fua©t.l ':m itself0 mnm form of ms*» 
pension most be antn«d« For this mi ©stpe&sion 1 n terms o f m
eet of orthogonal funsti n© offer© many admntt^s &vmr m pmmt eeriee 
expansion^ (see Chapter I}* X.-'O form of th,© oononio&l distribution
fumtloB (1*1) suggest© to© use of £tenaitoe furnt U>a©#^ it ad 11 therefor© 
be essvsaed t*i©t the distribution function f iaay b© ©apemded In a .otiltipX© 
§rtffl0f series® of tr# form*
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where
(10.2) = N'-C'F/vSj')
1, th« Hanoita polynomial of ordar a, in the variable . She
significance of the parameter ^ will he discussed later. She 
normalisation factors {v/^ are chosen to he
(10.3)
for Convenience la the integrations which follow. These factors 
differ from the squares ©f the customary Heraitian normalisation 
factors4® hr the factors (-t/p)”** . the ooeffioiente a, h- f
Ocj. etc., are, in general, fanotions of the 3rT position coordl* 
nates and of the time. Primes are placed on various of the summa- 
tioa signs ia the expansion (10.1) to Indicate that no two of the 
subscripts on any one of the coefficients are equal, so that there 
are no coefficients with two or more equal subscripts. For eon-* 
venience. we let c- - c• . d-, ~ &•.• — d...- ~ d. .= d . ~ d - . and &.=
The factors 1/2, 1/6, and 1/2 are introduced before the three 
corresponding summations in the estpanslon (10.1) to accoimt for th© 
re sal ting repltition of terms In these three summations. However, 
in general, d^. ^  d^ . The entire dependence of th® distribution 
function on the position coordinates and on the time, in particular 
on the potential y  through the Boltzmann factor £  , is con­
tained In the ooeffioiente a, b ■ , c^, etc.* and in the parameter p .
For any given value of p , the ooeffioiente in th® expansion (10.1)
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n©.y be determined in 'the usual way from th© orthogonality properties of 
the Hermit© functions* assuming that th© distribution function is known* 
fh© orthogonality of th© Hermit© polynomials Hn(x) with re^poot to th©
-TC*density factor ^ * over th© rang© extending from - «> to + «o * is ex~
pressed by the Integration formula©
(10.4) =■ anU0Vrf ,
w© obtain* bywhere is th© Kroneok©r symbol* Letting ■% 
means of (10*2)* (10,5) and (10*4)*
(10*5) Nh ^  ^Mn< ^  (p9 Al^ jrp -
In order for the integrals to exist* th© parameter ^ must remain posl« 
tive* By repeated application of the integration formula (lG,6) In 
integrating over th© 3//" momentum coordinates there is abtaineds
(10*6a 
(10,6b 
(10.6o 
(10,6d 
(I0.6e 
(I0,6f
(10•6g
(io*eh
and
(10,61)
CL = lUf>
Ci ~  ^  j
~ 0£) >*f(
9 ( 4 ) ^ 4 ^  M,dW,Utbr>
ei =  [% ? J 4
** m 3 Ah *
Additional ooefi ioients of the expansion may b© determined in a similar 
manner. Those abov© include all v/hioh will be required for th© present 
eeloulations*
Th© quantities defined in Chapter II Involve the ©valuation of into-
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grals of th© general form J ^ - f f A Jl, where a, b* and c ar© non— 
negative Integers* on© of which is aero* This evaluation ia readily 
accomplished for each particular integral by expressing th© proper 
powers of x in terms of1 the Hermit© polynomials H^(x)* Upon replacing
th© form p^ p^ p/* in terms of the polynomial© Bn| * and H^3 over Acoj * 
it is found that*
The integration over A n % may now be completed by integrating th©
quantities in equations (10*7) over At, . It Is convenient to restrict 
f to being a function at most of q,* q, and t in order to make it
remain constant in this final integration. For th© present calcula­
tions* It is sufficient to consider 1* 3 and k equal to 1* 2 or 3 in 
(10*6) and (10*7)* If we define quantities by
the argument x by and integrating the expansions of products of 
^  ?
etc** with two or more equal sub-
5* fc =- 2* 3* * * ~ 3^;
1 T4 j ^  fc,
(lo.B) > w  = g  m  sam  h« h ^ c ,  ,
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*• find by means of (6.1), (10.8). (10.7) and (l0.3) that,
- K _  = jf
K eo  ”  W#eo J\TJX- X t,
(10.90) 7,..= MlooTpH0.„=^-/(<:(+p<t.)<tT^
(10.9d) fiio = H"B = _tc j c^&T
A/
(I0,8e) Pj..= MJO,+jp
A/ ^
(1 0 .9f) Rv, = Hra<J +  ^X,„ = al^A rf<
(io.9g) r* = Hh, = _sr/j„»«£T.,
A/ *
(10.9a) 
(10*9b)
(l0.9h)
and
Rfoo - H Voo 4- 4 3 p iH 0t.R ~ (» p C»t* 3
(10*91) Maio -»• Mxoo+ p H«„+ ^*v)«ftcf .
Additional relations may be obtained in the ©suae manner* Expressions in 
terms of the EL^ Tor the quantities in (6*3) to (@*7) may readily be 
witten down by means of the relations in (10*9), and additional relations 
say be obtained by proper permutations of the subscripts*
B* THE BIFFEREHTIAL EQUATI MS FOR TOK hEKMXTE C O E F F I C X E H T S
Relations between th© coefficient® in th© expansion (10*1), eorr©—
®ponding to the partial differential equation®^® obtained by Jaffa, could 
be obtained by direot substitution of (10*1) into (3*2)# However, it is 
much simpler to begin by multiplying each term of th© equation Df =- 0 by 
selected multinomial© P(p) and thon perform quadrature® over Jccy * 
making use of (10.6). By assuming that the orders of integration over 
Jlcvf and of differentiation with respect to any of the position coordi­
nates or the time may b© interchanged, that the force components R. do 
not depend explicitly on the corresponding momentum coordinates p. # and
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that (2*5) is satisfied* we obtain* by means of a quadrature involving an 
integration by parts of each terra in Df containing a fore© component *
1 m y  be equal* we obtain* as special oases of (10*10)* in terms of the 
quantities defined in (10.6) and (10*7)*
this process stay bo continued as far as desired* In obtaining these 
equations no boundary condition restriction* other than that expressed in 
(2*5)* has been imposed on the distribution function* the quantities 
Involved in equations (10*11) are each* in general* functions of the 
position coordinate® of all particles of the system* as well as of th© 
time* and are not physically observable quantities* The momentum coordi­
nates by which Df has been multiplied in obtaining these equations may b© 
any of the 3 momentum coordinates but* in th© work which follows* they 
may be restricted to the momentum coordinates pt * and p3 of the repre­
sentative particle*
Equations (10*11) correspond closely to th© set of partial differ-
 ^1 Rential equations originally obtained by Jaffa* The quantities a* b* o* 
ate** in the power series expansion used by Jaffa may b© directly com­
pared to the coefficients in the expansion (10*1) by means of the inte-
(10.10) j r & Q Q k
for any multionomial P(p)*
betting £(p) = Pj# P^PK* Pa-PKJ^* etc** in turn* where 3* k* and
(J* k* 1 - 1* 2* 3 * ---- 3*)
and
(10.lid)
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gration formula© (10*7)* In comparing tho two sets of differential 
equation© it is to be noted that each of the coefficients in th© ex* 
pension (10*1) of the distribution funotion contains th© Boltzmann 
factor e which was explicitly separated from the coefficients in
th© power series expansion used by Jaffe, and that Jaff© treated only 
the linear ease in which the distribution funotion was assumed to be a 
funotion of the coordinate of the center of mass only* and of th© time* 
and Involved the momentum coordinates through th® total kinetic energy 
and components of linear momentum of th© entire system* furthermore* 
there is a minor reclassification of the terms as to their order* 
arising from the differences between a power series expansion and an ex­
pansion fey means of Hermit© functions* as in (10*1)*^
He now proceed to establish a set of differential equation® for the 
quantities Habo defined in (10*8)* On© set of such equation©.may be ob*> 
tained by replacing the quantities in the infinite set of integro-
differential equations (6*8) by linear expressions in th® * by the 
aid of equations of the form of (10*9)* Th© resulting equations ar© then 
linear combinations of simpler equations in th© * A simpler set of 
these equations may be obtained* however* by letting < £ = H*,Hb<L HC3 * 
s = a + b +- c* In (4*9)* Each of the resulting set of equations then 
contains terms arising from th© dependence of ^ on the position coor­
dinates and on the time* In order to simplify the calculations necessary 
we Shall first consider briefly the significance of th© parameter ^ in 
the expansion (10*1) of the distribution funotion*
The form chosen for th© representation of the distribution funotion 
Is largely ft matter of mathematical convenience since th® distribution
function* own for a giw,n microscopic state* ia rot uniquely repre­
sentable by arty one form • f expansion* In particular the ri ht hand side 
of (10*1) represents only one of an infinite msabcr of possible exw 
pensions of f by means of Bruns* aeries* A different Bruns* series 
mold be obtained for euh ©hole© of the parameter ^ • Hwever* physi— 
©ally significant quantities such as th ©  momentum integrals FaVo are 
independent of the ehoio© of p * provided the physical ©onditi ms of the 
system remain the same*46 We may therefor© write 
(10*12) = O and 9 ? ^  0
*
the partial derivatives with respect to p being taken subject to the 
condition that th© physical conditions of the system remain fixed*
When o^rator b ^  and &r@ defined by
(10.13) = and A_ = A_. Jl? 3_
«  <>t* •>* H  sSi 3 ^  T p  )
equation (4*2) becomes* by th© aid of (10*12)*
(10*14) V * * ) ^  |
©here
sV'' _ **r
(10.13) De = j-^+ ^  .
Sine* (10.14) is identical in for® with (4,8), wfcieh was si,own to b«
equivalent to tbs fundamental equation Df = 0* equation (4*9) remains
unchanged in form even wnea 4> is a function of p * ©ss&ept that the
operators » -r- and. D in (4«9) arc to be replaced by th© operators
~  # and 0* * By using the known relations46 
ate
(10* 16a) Mu; =  ^ *+• }
and
(10.16b) ^  n ,
and letting ^ , » = » + t + «, i# (4.9). *» tfa*n
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this case we obtain from (10*17)
(10.18) ^  (Aun- + + (£)*' «... #
by letting b = o = 0* Since Hoeo — na it is desired to obtain from the 
infinite set of equations (10*18) an expression for in terms of R *
If the special oases of (10*18) obtained by letting a ~ X, 3# 5 *  #
2r • 1 are written down, it will be noticed that the partial deri^atiws 
Of * HVe>o * Htoo , - - , and i\^)oo * intermediate between HOCio and
Hut)oo * can be eliminated from this set of equations without the intro* 
duet ion of any partial dor lira t lire s of higher order* but purely by linear 
combinations of the r equations* thus obtain
(10.19) & . - r  + (-a?*'u>)
idler e
(10.80) r =
and
Assuming that the last terra on the right hand side of (10*19) approaches 
0 as r approaches infinity* then (10*19) shows that approaches a 
limit K as r approaches infinity* and since n — = ^ooo and is
independent of £ * we obtain 
(10.22) ^ ‘^ ll-r+k)*, .
P
Furthermore* from (7*4)* (10*9o) and (10*20) we may write
(10*23) - y n A n T + h, =■ ^ H.oc> = f Hooc (/+ V) }
correct to terras of th© sooond order in th© componenta oi' th© ino.es current* 
By means of (10.18), with a = 1, (10.82) and (10.88) w© than obtain
(10.24) & _ =  2 a I ^ g - K ) R .  ,
and finally Thy raceme (T*8)* (10*22) and (10.24)*
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(10*26) (D-OO+vOO-r+k) = d .
Elimination of p , if* and K from (10*22) and (10*24) by means of (10*26) 
and (10*25) leads to (7*6) and (7*7)* Hence, by means of (10*25) and 
(10*25), it is seen that th© expression® (10*22) and (10.24) are indepen* 
dent of th© oho lee of p ,. and that p remains completely arbitrary*
AJSSince p cannot be determined by the application of any physical
principle, it is permissible to impose a purely mathematical condition
either on ^  or on the * If we assume, for example, that th© Bruns*
series expansion (10*1) for the distribution function converges so
rapidly that the terras involving Hermit© polynomials of higher than the
third order may be neglected, then K~o  and the solution of ©Rations
(10*23) and (10*25) for p and V and th© resulting expressions for
v
and U  differ from th© corresponding expressions obtained by Jaffa only 
due to the ‘second viewpoint* of approximation used by hira*^ 7 With K-o , 
equation (10*24) shows that when there is a temperature gradient 3V o * 
This is in agreement with th© result obtained by Jaff© who subsequently 
adopted in his treatment a distribution funotion for which "*V o and named 
such a distribution function *non»Maxwellian*f When there is a temper­
ature gradient we may place any condition on  ^ and K or make any
ohoioe of  ^ which does not at the same time make ’^T= K ■= o , or more 
generally KC/ + r ) =■ V 2" * This arbitrary condition or choice of  ^ , to­
gether with (10*23) and (10*25), then determines and k * Th© values
of ^ * V and K , for the particular condition chosen, are then inde­
pendent of the temperature gradient but depend only on the values of T
and 9*
Other than choosing to let k = o * we may, for historical reasons.
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prefer to follow more closely the procedure adopted hy Boltzmann4,3 and 
let -+- H^h- H0^ =  0* This leads hy (6*2), (6.5), (10.9a) and (I0.9o) 
to the ■value mkt for f .
All of the quantities. Involved in Chapters VII, VIII and IX in the 
process of developing expressions (8*81), (8*88), (9.2) and (9.8) for 
Ac. • 7W  * r  and , respectively, are independent of the particular 
form used for the expansion of the distribution function. It is 
therefor© evident that the use of a Bruns* series expansion will lead to 
the same expressions for these four quantities, irrespective of the 
©hole© of p * We need only to writ© down these special cases of (10*17) 
which when combined according to equations (10*9) lead directly to (7*3), 
(7*10), (8.11), (9*1), and (9*5), and then contihu©with the cor re­
sponding calculations* In calculating the coefficient of heat con­
duction, absence of mass currents is obtained by setting E/oo —  H0<0=
So*. =  0# These calculations have been performed in detail for the 
previously indicated choices of p , but th© method of Chapter IX shows 
.that such detailed calculations are unnecessary. So long as toms of 
the same order are always retained, application of the same physcial 
arguments must of necessity lead to th® same results, independently of 
the particular form chosen for the representation of th© distribution 
funotion#
APPENDIX 
EVALUATION OF ^
Upon snaking a tranforniahiusi to sphorioa.1 coordinates, we readily 
find that th© integral of -ri.e 9><n,/tr 4!^ over th© surface of a sphere
of radius r is
(a,i) v<a) = f ■*“* • < £ h.&^L).
We have defined' ^  as th® average value of 
(A,2 ) <%C<r) -
for all distances <r between two nearest neighbors, with fjp-)<i<r as given 
by (8*30) for th© probability that the distance between two nearest
neighbors is in the rang© <r" to <r+<**•-* W© then have
(A.3) S i  =  g j W ^ U r  ^  e “X‘rh<r.
Inasmuch as g{0) = fm 'yX*)Ji*. » g(~)= o, =  -|M^ . x(0)= 0, and® 9 v
x(~ ) =z -hoc. 0 an integration by parts in (A*3) leads to
(A.4) &  = ¥**«<’' = T sX°°3^.J^
u*
where
(a,s) s = ^ jrJio»:i 1i = ap h-^c<r) and 3 = 0 ~e~*(<r;) c  ^
Since y(<*» ) — z(0) — 0* equation (A*4) shows that is given by y  %
times the area bounded by the curve z — z(y) and th© Y and Z axes* In 
order to make numerical calculations frcan the theoretical constants deter­
mined by Jaffa* (see Tablel)* it Is convenient to choos© the most probable 
distance <77 between two nearest neighbors as th© unit of length by letting 
cr-= 6b oz • Prom (8*26) and (8*26) it is then found that
(a.6) x < o = - s / ^ e f ^ k T o / J U .  ,
SO that x(o-) is readily evaluated by numerical integration* following
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these two points. The oalculation of the ’*2 ” values for these two points 
by means of (A*5) and (&*6) remains, however, to be shortened by the use 
of approximations for the values of X((7; ) and X(r0 ), The value of X(o^) 
for each of the ten potential functions mis reasonably close to 2/3, the 
value which would be obtained m  the purely geometrical case. Further­
more, the values of x(r0 ) were so large that j . Using the
geometrical value 2/5 for x(o;), and neglecting e'^compared to 1, we 
obtain, by (A.b),
- f0n,)/4a.T
(a.?) = sj- j ^ >  y 5 ^ =  0 .7 * 7  e ,
^U.1 - 0 , ,nd <|« = e - ^ ' 7'.
Since }lP is approximately equal to ^ 8 tkee the area of a triangle ASC
3
as in Figure 1, we obtain 
(A*8) ^  >
with values of y(<?;), s{o^} and s(r0 ) to be computed from (A.?),
In each oase, with the exception of mercury, the computed value of 
*(r0 ) was between 1*00 and 1*07* The calculations may therefore be fur­
ther shortened with reasonable accuracy by using z (r0 ) =  I in (A.8) • Us® 
of th® resulting simplified expression for results in calculated
values of the coefficients of heat conductivity and of viscosity which, 
with th® exception of mercury, are not more than &% In excess of th© 
values obtained by the detailed calculations* In th© oase of mercury, 
the use of th© calculated value s(rQ )= 1*40 in (A*8) leads to a suf­
ficiently accurate approximation for •
In calculating th© mean number of particles within the equilibrium
distance, we have first
_ fA0 -f(^(hsr
(A.9) ra^-n.^) =  e  j£Aroy
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for tto mator e# p&rtiolee in tto- eptorioel etoll of radii cr- and r0 • 
tto a m  miuo of &<<r#ro ) for * U  cr^ i* tto**
(*•1 0 ) < * < * 7 * ^  =
Vtore tto &tBe&in&t®? m y  bo roploood by traity elao© the probability 
ttot th* moot protofele dieto m m  hmimmn ism noareat neighbors i& gymter 
then the oqutlibriia Slebaao© is i&sgi iglble* ttob %m J^^r)X<r^.j^S(r)h'^i 
n m  *(»„ **v ) ~ o# »(»**« ^rsm ./V '^AVk®-, -  v/rw.e5147'^
• d<r" '
MS. *(*•) >  l* an integration by pert# lead* to 
(*•11) < =  £8 («.<£) a1 la-,
Sworn nhloh the m o m  m m tor of ynrttoloe witi4n tto ©qviiiibriuss Slstene# 
rQ m y  to mleaiatoS by
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-100
Gra-oh of
r¥/kr
-200
for bromine* From equation (A.4), ^  = | k s , 
where K la the area hounded by the cuihre and the 
coordinate axes, The negligible area above the 
2 ole repreeeats the contribution to K by n&rtleles 
outside of the equilibrium distance.
Figaro la ISaEaraple Oroph Uaed in th© Calculation of th© Tim® 
Constants from the Potential Functions.
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